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1 Introduction

Starting with Bhattacharya and Pfleiderer (1985), the canonical model of delegated portfolio man-

agement has been that of an investor (the principal) hiring a fund manager (the agent) to make

investments on his behalf. Several papers within this class of models investigate the possibility that

managers signal their skills to investors via the various decisions they make in this context. For

example, Huberman and Kandel (1993) and Huddart (1999) show that fund managers increase the

risk of their investment strategy in order to signal their ability to gather information that enables

them to control and profit from this risk. Similarly, Das and Sundaram (2002) study the joint role

of performance-based compensation as an incentive and a signaling device. Finally, Stein (2005)

develops a model that explains the prevalence of open-end funds, as such funds do not insure the

manager against liquidation risk and so provide a natural signaling avenue for skilled managers.

Our model complements this literature by introducing an important signaling dimension that is

available to managers at the inception of their fund: the transparency of the fund. As documented

by Almazan et al. (2004), mutual funds differ widely in the constraints that they impose on their

manager in an effort to monitor their investment activities and performance. In our model, we

assume that transparency allows investors to learn more quickly and more precisely about the

skills of the agents they hire to manage their portfolio. That is, investors have access to more

than just the historical fund performance to update their beliefs about the manager’s ability to

invest profitably on their behalf. At the same time, however, we assume that this extra source of

information is costly, creating a natural tradeoff: skilled managers want their competence revealed

quickly in order to attract more capital to their fund, but take the cost of doing so into account.

For example, the decision to operate under the umbrella of a mutual fund family may increase the

amount of information that gets communicated to investors about the fund over time (e.g., Gervais,

Lynch and Musto, 2005), but producing this information requires time and effort that can erode

trading profits.

In this context, we establish that a natural equilibrium for the money management industry

is one in which the most and least talented managers make their fund relatively opaque, while

managers with moderate abilities make theirs more transparent. The intuition for this result

essentially amounts to managers choosing the route that most efficiently facilitates the discovery

of their skills by investors. Two instruments are at every manager’s disposition: performance and

transparency. The fund’s performance represents the smallest information set about the manager’s

skills that emanates from the fund over time. The fund’s transparency is chosen at the inception

of the fund, and serves to affect the speed at which information about the manager’s skill publicly

flows to investors.
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Because the most skilled managers know that their performance will be difficult to imitate,

especially in the long run, they do not see the point of incurring the monitoring costs that come

with transparency. That is, they use performance as their main instrument to separate from lesser

skilled managers. Managers with more moderate skills face a more subtle tradeoff. They can pool

in an opaque fund with the high-skill managers (and the low-skill managers who then have no choice

but to also pool) in the hope that they will be able to mimic their performance (and compensation)

for a long time. The problem is that the medium-skill managers then also face the possibility that

they will be mimicked by low-skill managers, thereby reducing the price that investors are willing to

pay for their services. Alternatively, the medium-skill managers can choose to operate a fund that

is sufficiently transparent to separate from the low-skill managers who fear the rapid termination

of their fund in a transparent environment. This strategy readily conveys their (medium) skill to

investors, which is especially beneficial when it is unlikely that they can mimic high-skill managers

and likely that they will appear unskilled when pooled with low types. That is, for these medium-

skill managers, the immediate convergence of investors’ beliefs to their true skill is worth the cost

of transparency.

One natural interpretation of this endogenous emergence of opaque and transparent funds in

the model is the coexistence of hedge funds and mutual funds. As Brown and Goetzmann (2003)

write, “hedge funds are best defined by their freedom from regulatory controls stipulated by the

Investment Company Act of 1940” (p. 102). Mutual funds, on the other hand, are heavily regulated

and must frequently report detailed information about their positions and strategies to investors.

Hedge fund managers are also known to use a wider array of financial instruments than mutual fund

managers in order to capitalize on their investment skills (e.g., Fung and Hsieh, 1997; Bookstaber,

2003). In contrast, Koski and Pontiff (1999) document that mutual fund managers make little use

of complex securities in their trading.

In this light, the aforementioned partial-pooling equilibrium suggests that hedge funds will

tend to be run by managers with extreme skills, high and low, whereas mutual funds will tend to

attract managers with more average talent. The model’s endogenous fund flows, excess returns,

and manager compensation then lead to several empirical implications contrasting mutual funds

and hedge funds. For example, we expect the cross-sectional dispersion of fund alphas to be greater

for hedge funds than for mutual funds. We also expect hedge fund flows to be more sensitive to

past performance than mutual fund flows.

Brown et al. (2008) empirically investigate the relationship between the disclosures of hedge

funds and their operational risk. One of their findings is that hedge funds are more likely to

disclose information about their fund following good performance, leading the authors to conclude

that filing may be a signal of quality. Viewed through the lens of our model, their results may
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indicate that the early lack of filing is used by managers to signal their skills which subsequently

get revealed through the good performance of their fund.

Our model builds on Berk and Green’s (2004) insight that capital should rapidly flow to funds

that experience high returns, as investors update about the fund manager’s skill for investing

profitably. In equilibrium, the marginal benefit of investing in the fund is equal to the marginal

cost, funds do not generate any excess (net) returns, and the entire economic surplus accrues to

the manager in the form of compensation for his services. Like Dangl, Wu and Zechner (2008), we

add the possibility that the fund controls the speed at which investors learn the manager’s skills.

In their model, this is done privately by the fund’s management company which strategically times

the replacement of the manager in order to positively influence the updating process of investors

about the quality of the fund. In our model, this is done publicly by the manager himself who

self-selects into a transparency level that subsequently impacts the updating process of investors.

As such, the choice of transparency acts as a signal in our model, whereas it creates a moral hazard

problem in theirs.

Our results relate to a recent paper by Daley and Green (2011). They show that the addition

of independent signals about skills (which they call “grades”) in Spence’s (1973) seminal model of

job-market signaling makes high-skill and low-skill workers more likely to pool in equilibrium. The

analogy to grades in our model is the fund manager’s performance, which cannot be controlled.

When the performance of high types cannot be easily imitated, they are more than happy to rely

exclusively on their performance in order to separate from other fund managers in the long run.

That is, they do not mind pooling in the short run, as their performance will eventually speak

for itself. A similar result is obtained by Alós-Ferrer and Prat (2011) in a job-market signaling

model with dynamic learning. As in our model, the receiver (employer) learns about the sender’s

(worker’s) type over time and, when learning is fast and accurate, a pooling equilibrium emerges.

Our paper differs from these two papers by considering a third (medium) type who is not as skilled

as the high type but, unlike the low type, can create some value.

This third type makes our results more similar to those obtained by Feltovich, Harbaugh and

To (2002) in the context of job-market signaling with three worker types. As we show, the partial-

pooling equilibrium that we derive is often the Pareto-dominant equilibrium, in that it makes all

money managers better off. This is due to the fact that, in a money-management context, the

cost of signaling through higher levels of transparency is (endogenously) higher for high types as

transparency leads to valuable information leakages and thus erodes more value for those managers

who have the potential to generate consistently good performance. That is, for highly skilled

managers, separation is cheaper to achieve via long-run performance than via the extra information

about their type that is facilitated by making their fund transparent.
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The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In section 2, we introduce the model. Section 3

contains our equilibrium analysis. The empirical predictions of the model are derived and discussed

in section 4. Finally, section 5 summarizes and concludes. All proofs are contained in the Appendix.

2 The Model

We consider an N -period economy populated with risk-neutral money managers and investors who

discount future cash flows at a rate normalized to zero. Money managers (or just managers for

short) have no wealth, but potentially have some investment skills. Investors are wealthy, but have

no investment skills. Each money manager can open an investment fund (or just fund for short),

and investors must decide on how much capital An to allocate to each fund at the beginning of

every period n ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Money managers come in three different types, high, medium or low,

that correspond to their ability to generate investment profits. Specifically, the manager’s type is

drawn from the following distribution:

τ̃ =







h, prob. λh

m, prob. λm

ℓ, prob. λℓ,
(1)

where λh + λm + λℓ = 1. The manager privately observes his own type at the outset. This type

determines the distribution of the nth-period excess return r̃n(τ̃) that his fund will generate. We

assume that these excess returns (or just returns for short) are independently drawn across periods.

The performance of high types first-order stochastically dominates that of medium types, which

in turn first-order stochastically dominates that of low types. Although any first-order stochastic

ordering is sufficient to generate our results, the analysis is greatly simplified by assuming three-

point distributions (good, average, and bad) for the various types’ returns. Specifically, for the low

types, we assume that

r̃n(ℓ) =







rG, prob. pG

rA, prob. pA

rB, prob. pB,
(2)

where pG + pA + pB = 1, rG > rA > rB, and µℓ ≡ pGrG + pArA + pBrB = 0. That is, on average, the

low types do not generate any excess returns, and so investors do not benefit from their investment

services.1 The medium types’ returns in period n are given by

r̃n(m) =

{

rG, prob. pG
pG+pA

rA, prob. pA
pG+pA

,
(3)

and their expected returns are µm ≡ pGrG+pArA
pG+pA

> 0. Finally, the high types’ return in period n

are assumed to be equal to rG ≡ µh > µm with probability one. These distributions, although

1Our results are unaffected if we assume more generally that µℓ ≤ 0.
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somewhat specific, capture the notion that the one-period performance of low and medium types

will match that of high types with some probability (pG and pG
pG+pA

, respectively), and the low

types’ performance will match that of medium types with probability pG + pA. The advantage,

which will become more apparent later, comes from the fact that skilled managers can never be

mistaken for less skilled managers, which greatly simplifies the analysis.

At the outset, managers choose the transparency t ∈ [0, 1] of their fund. This choice, which

is publicly observable by investors, can be used by managers to signal their type to investors in

equilibrium. A fund’s transparency is meant to capture the possibility that money management

vehicles can take different forms, and our assumption is that these various forms are indexed by

their transparency. For example, hedge funds are known to be more opaque about their operations

than mutual funds, and some hedge funds are less open to divulging their strategies to potential

investors than other hedge funds. This, we assume, translates into various degrees of screening

by investors: more transparent funds allow investors to better sort managers with respect to their

skills. That is, the possibility of looking at more than just the return history of a fund allows

investors to determine with more accuracy whether a manager’s performance is due to his skill or

to (bad) luck.

In terms of the model, we assume that a more transparent fund allows investors to identify

early the money managers who do not have the ability to generate any excess returns (i.e., the low

types). Specifically, we assume that, before the fund is open for potential investment, investors

observe a signal ı̃t ∈ {0, 1}, which has the following distribution:

Pr{ı̃t = 0 | τ̃ = ℓ} = t = 1− Pr{ı̃t = 1 | τ̃ = ℓ}, (4)

Pr{ı̃t = 1 | τ̃ = m} = Pr{ı̃t = 1 | τ̃ = h} = 1. (5)

In effect, therefore, a signal ı̃t = 0 makes it clear to investors that the manager’s type is low and

that they should not hire him, as such a signal can never be observed when the manager’s type

is medium or high. Conversely, a signal ı̃t = 1 reduces the possibility that the manager they are

about to hire is a low type, as

Pr{τ̃ = ℓ | ı̃t = 1} =
Pr{ı̃t = 1 | τ̃ = ℓ}Pr{τ̃ = ℓ}

∑

τ∈{h,m,ℓ} Pr{ı̃t = 1 | τ̃ = τ}Pr{τ̃ = τ}
=

(1− t)λℓ

λh + λm + (1− t)λℓ

is decreasing in t. Implicitly, but somewhat deliberately, the assumed distribution for ı̃t implies

that investors cannot distinguish between high types and medium types. That is, high types do

not have an obvious advantage over medium types about signaling their skill; investors can only

tell whether a manager’s strategy has potential but they cannot tell how profitable it will be. The

model’s results hold as long as transparency allows investors to disentangle low types from other
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types more accurately than medium types from high types. Less critical is the fact that investors

do not get to observe an independent draw from ı̃t’s distribution in every period. This possibility

would certainly allow investors to converge more rapidly on the true type of the manager, but

would not affect the main economic forces of the model. The gain in tractability from our one-shot

signal assumption is thus warranted.

Since more transparency can only eliminate low types from the pool of money managers, medium

and high types would automatically choose t = 1 if this choice were not costly. To add some tension

to this choice, we assume that more transparency comes with a higher per-dollar cost of managing

a fund’s assets. Following Berk and Green (2004) and in light of Chen et al.’s (2004) empirical

findings, we assume that the per-dollar cost of managing a fund is increasing in the size of the

fund. In fact, to keep things simple without any loss of generality, we assume that the per-dollar

cost of managing a fund of size An in period n is ktAn, where kt > 0. Our innovation over Berk

and Green (2004) is that we assume that kt is strictly increasing in t, capturing the idea that

a more transparent fund requires more costly information to be produced, more constraints on

potential investments to be made (e.g., no short-selling or no investment in privately held firms),

and potentially leads to leakages of strategies that reduce their effective profitability.

The manager announces his compensation contract at the beginning of each period n. This

contract is represented by the amount wn that the manager charges to investors per dollar they

invest in the fund at the beginning of the period.2 Based on this contract, on the history of the

fund’s returns, on ı̃t, and on rational equilibrium updates about the manager’s type, investors

choose the amount An of money that they allocate to the fund for this one period. Let us denote

the period-n profits of investors by π̃n ≡ An

[

r̃n(τ̃) − wn − ktAn

]

. As in Berk and Green’s (2004)

model, we assume that investors compete for the manager’s scarce talent for investing, and so the

equilibrium An always makes them indifferent between investing in the fund and not doing so; that

is, in equilibrium, investors make zero expected profits and managers capture the entire economic

surplus that they create.

Lemma 1. Suppose that the investors’ information set is In at the beginning of period n. The

amount they invest in the fund in that period is then

An = max

{

0,
E
[

r̃n(τ̃) | In
]

− wn

kt

}

. (6)

2Note that the period-n contract could be made contingent on the return r̃n(τ̃) of the fund in that period. Given

that our model abstracts from moral hazard problems, this would have no effect on fund performance in that period.

It would however allow a skilled manager to capture more of the available surplus than a less skilled manager with

the same history, as in Gervais, Lynch and Musto (2005). Since this consideration does not affect our results, we

stick with the simpler flat per-period wage.
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The max operator in (6) simply says that investors are not willing to invest any money when

the manager’s compensation exceeds the excess returns that his fund is expected to generate. In

fact, we assume that the fund closes at that point; that is, the sequence of observable returns

r̃n(τ̃) ceases as soon as the manager cannot attract any money into his fund. In this sense, (6)

also highlights the fact that the manager cannot profitably manage a fund once investors reach an

information set In such that E
[

r̃n(τ̃ ) | In
]

≤ 0.

At the beginning of every period n, the manager chooses his contract in order to maximize his

expected compensation, Un ≡ wnAn, for that period. In doing so, he takes the investors’ reaction

to his choice, (6), into account. The following lemma characterizes his decision.

Lemma 2. Suppose that the investors’ information set is In at the beginning of period n, and that

E
[

r̃n(τ̃) | In
]

> 0. (7)

Then the manager’s choice of per-dollar compensation for that period is

wn =
1

2
E
[

r̃n(τ̃ ) | In
]

, (8)

the size of his fund is

An =
1

2kt
E
[

r̃n(τ̃ ) | In
]

, (9)

and his total compensation is

Un = wnAn =
1

4kt

(

E
[

r̃n(τ̃) | In
])2

. (10)

Note that the manager can anticipate the investors’ beliefs and the corresponding amount

that they will be willing to invest for every return sequence that his fund generates. Thus, the

assumption that he announces his contract only at the beginning of each period is equivalent to

him announcing a set of path-dependent contracts for every period n ∈ {1, . . . , N} at the inception

of the fund. From (9) and (10), we can also see that our assumption that transparency affects the

per-dollar cost of the fund is equivalent to the alternative assumption that the returns of a fund

with transparency t are scaled by a constant of 1
kt
. That is, because investors break even in every

period, it does not matter if the costs of transparency are felt through lower gross fund returns

(through strategy leaks, for example) or through more expensive administrative costs.3

Lemma 2 shows that the per-dollar compensation of a manager is proportional to his fund’s

expected return, conditional on the investors’ information set. Since a transparency level of t

3The empirical evidence about the effect of transparency on fund performance appears to be mixed. For example,

while Frank et al. (2004) find that mutual fund disclosures tend to attract investment strategy imitators and reduce

gross performance, Aggarwal and Jorion (2011) find that more transparent hedge funds do not seem to under-perform

(and perhaps outperform) their more opaque counterparts.
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eliminates a fraction t of low-type managers, this implies that the ex ante expected compensation

of a manager of type τ̃ = ℓ is proportional to (1− t)E
[

r̃n(τ̃ ) | In
]

. As we show later, this quantity is

always decreasing in t, despite the fact that E
[

r̃n(τ̃) | In
]

is increasing in t. However, since the fund

size An is also proportional to E
[

r̃n(τ̃) | In
]

, the total compensation that a low type can expect

ex ante is actually a quadratic function of his fund’s expected return and, hence, can be increasing

in t. To rule out the economically less sensible case in which all manager types benefit from more

transparency, we assume that the cost function kt increases sufficiently fast in t.

Assumption 1. dkt
dt

≥ λℓ

λh
kt, for all t ∈ [0, 1].

As will become clear in section 3, this assumption ensures that the fund size An, given by (9),

does not increase in t, which further implies that the expected total compensation of a low-type

manager decreases in t.

To summarize, the timeline for the game is as follows. At the outset, the manager privately

observes his type τ̃ . Upon learning this type, he opens a fund by publicly announcing a transparency

level t for it. Before any investment is made into the fund, the investors observe ı̃t. In the event

that ı̃t = 0, the game ends as the manager is readily identified as a low type. If instead ı̃t = 1,

then N investment periods follow. Each of these periods involves the same subsequence of events.

First, the manager announces his per-dollar compensation wn. Second, the investors choose the

amount An of capital to invest in the fund. Third, the manager receives his compensation, the

fund return for the period is realized, and investors receive their net profits.4 The game ends (i.e.,

the fund closes) when the investors’ information set In at the beginning of any period n indicates

that E
[

r̃n(τ̃) | In
]

≤ 0, or at the end of N periods, whichever comes first.

3 Equilibrium Analysis

Because the manager announces his fund’s transparency after he learns his type, his publicly observ-

able choice of t can therefore be used to signal his private type τ̃ . To keep the analysis intuitive, we

only consider pure-strategy equilibria of this signaling game. In any such equilibrium, the investors

update their beliefs about the manager’s type based on the equilibrium strategy of money managers

according to Bayes’ rule, and money managers cannot profitably deviate from the equilibrium by

choosing a different transparency level.

As is typical in signaling games, there are multiple equilibria to this game, and so some sub-

jectivity remains in selecting the one(s) that should prevail. Our equilibrium analysis proceeds as

follows. First, we eliminate some equilibria that can never exist. Then we characterize the only

4The model is unaffected if we assume that the capital invested at the beginning of the period is returned to these

investors at the end of the period, before a new round of capital is raised in the subsequent period.
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two types of equilibria that potentially exist. Finally, we identify intuitive conditions that make

one such equilibrium Pareto-dominant. Before we embark on this analysis, it is worth noting that

few results can be borrowed from standard game theory as the costs of signaling in our model are

non-monotonic in types. This happens for two reasons. First, an increase in transparency not only

increases the per-dollar cost ktAn of a fund, but it also creates the possibility (for low types) of

losing one’s job (at the outset if ı̃t = 0). Second, although kt does not depend on the manager’s

type, the cost of making a fund more transparent is effectively larger for high types. Indeed, over

time, the reputation of high types tends to be higher than that of other types and as a result their

funds tend to be better capitalized. The per-period cost of transparency, ktA
2
n, therefore tends to

be larger for high types.

3.1 Preliminaries

Let us denote the strategy adopted by each of the three types in a given game by the transparency

they choose for their fund: S = {th, tm, tℓ} ∈ [0, 1]3. The following proposition restricts the set of

potential equilibria for the game.

Proposition 1. The equilibrium {th, tm, tℓ} to the signaling game must have th = tℓ.

This result derives from the fact that, in equilibrium, it must always be the case that high types

pool with some other type, and that low types pool with some type as well. It is straightforward

to verify that at least one of these two conditions fails to hold when th 6= tℓ.

To see the intuition behind each of these conditions, suppose first that the high types separate

using a transparency level of th that is different from both tm and tℓ. Let us denote their expected

N -period compensation from employing this strategy by uh(th), where uτ (t) = E
[

U(t) | τ̃ = τ
]

and U(t) =
∑N

n=1 Un(t). Since the high types can always imitate the medium types without ever

risking being misperceived as a low type (i.e., Pr{r̃n(h) = rB} = 0), we must have uh(th) > uh(tm) ≥

um(tm), where the last inequality derives from the fact that high types can never do worse than the

medium types if they use the same strategy (since their returns first-order stochastically dominate

those of medium types). But since investors readily conclude that transparency th identifies a high

type, they do not update their beliefs about the manager whose fund transparency is th.
5 Thus the

medium types are immediately tempted to imitate them as um(th) = uh(th) > um(tm), breaking

the equilibrium in the process. The second condition, that low types always pool, is even more

intuitive. By separating, low types identify themselves as managers who cannot generate excess

5The critical reader might argue that this result is inconsistent with the fact that the support of the return

distribution of high types differs from that of medium types. We want to point out, however, that introducing

an arbitrarily small probability that high types generate a return of rA would completely eliminates this apparent

inconsistency.
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returns, and so they can never attract any capital from investors. They are therefore always strictly

better off when they pool with one of the other types, as this allows them to at least open a fund.

3.2 Partial-Pooling Equilibrium

By Proposition 1, any equilibrium must have high types and low types pooling, but it can be the

case that medium types separate. In this and the next subsection, we explore the two possible

equilibria, starting with the partial-pooling equilibrium {t, t′, t} where t′ 6= t.

Let φ1(t) denote the initial fraction of high types amongst the managers who choose trans-

parency t. Since the signal ı̃t eliminates a fraction t of the low-type managers, we have

φ1(t) =
λh

λh + λℓ(1− t)
. (11)

As long as such a fund generates a return of rG, investors will keep allocating capital to the manager.

In fact, with every return of rG, investors increase their beliefs that the manager is a high type.

Conversely, they (correctly) conclude that he is a low type as soon as the return in any given period

is rA or rB. In that event, the fund closes as investors never invest with a manager who cannot

generate excess returns. Our next result characterizes the updating process of investors for fund t.

To derive it, it is useful to introduce some notation. Specifically, let r̃n ∈ {rG, rA, rB}
n denote a

return sequence over the fund’s first n periods, and let rnG denote the return sequence with returns

of rG in each of the first n periods.

Lemma 3. In an equilibrium {t, t′, t}, the investors’ beliefs about the type of the manager of fund t

at the beginning of period n are given by

Pr
{

τ̃ = h | ı̃t = 1, r̃n−1 = rn−1
G

}

=
λh

λh + λℓ(1− t) pn−1
G

≡ φn(t), (12)

and Pr
{

τ̃ = h | ı̃t = 1, r̃n−1 6= rn−1
G

}

= 0. (13)

Notice that φn(t) converges to one as n increases to infinity: investors become increasingly

confident that the manager is a high type as they keep experiencing high returns in his fund. In

fact, the results of Lemma 3 can be combined with those of Lemma 2 to calculate the returns that

investors can expect from fund t over time, as well as the ex ante expected compensation of the

(high type and low type) managers of such funds.

Lemma 4. In an equilibrium {t, t′, t}, the returns that investors expect from fund t at the beginning

of period n are

E
[

r̃n(τ̃) | ı̃t = 1, r̃n−1 = rn−1
G

]

= φn(t)µh =
λhµh

λh + λℓ(1− t) pn−1
G

≡ r̄n(t), (14)

and E
[

r̃n(τ̃) | ı̃t = 1, r̃n−1 6= rn−1
G

]

= 0. (15)
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The fund closes at the end of the period n for which a return other than rG is observed for the

first time. Upon the manager learning his type, the expected N -period compensation of a high-type

manager is

uh(t) =
1

4kt

N
∑

n=1

[

r̄n(t)
]2
, (16)

and that of a low-type manager is

uℓ(t) =
1− t

4kt

N
∑

n=1

pn−1
G

[

r̄n(t)
]2
. (17)

Naturally, the returns that investors expect from the fund keep rising as they put more and

more weight on the possibility that the manager is a high type. This can be seen from (14), which

converges to µh as n → ∞. Of course, this happens only when the sequence of returns generated

by the fund is consistently high (i.e., every period’s return is equal to rG). Since this happens

with probability one for the high type, he can expect to receive 1
4kt

[

r̄n(t)
]2

with certainty in each

period n, as seen in (16).

On the other hand, the low-type manager collects this compensation only in the event that he

mimics the performance of a high-type manager. As reflected in (17), this means two things. First,

the low type has to survive the initial round of monitoring with a signal ı̃t = 1; this happens with

probability 1− t. Second, his fund has to generate a return of rG in every period and, for him, this

happens with probability pG in every period. As a result, the compensation that he can expect to

collect upon learning his type comes predominantly from the early periods, as it is unlikely that he

will be able to replicate a high type’s performance in the long run.

Let us now turn our attention to the medium types whose funds have a transparency level t′ 6= t.

Since these managers separate, investors readily conclude that a fund with a transparency level t′

is managed by a medium type. That is, they do not update: they expect returns of µm in every

period, and they rationally ignore the fund’s return sequence.

Lemma 5. In an equilibrium {t, t′, t}, the returns that investors expect from fund t′ at the beginning

of period n is µm > 0, and the fund never closes. Upon the manager learning his type, the expected

N -period compensation of a medium-type manager is

um(t′) =
1

4kt′

N
∑

n=1

µ2
m =

Nµ2
m

4kt′
. (18)

Since µm < µh, medium types do not generate expected returns that are as high as the ones

that high types generate. Still, because µm > 0, medium types create some value for investors. So,

when these managers are identifiable without any uncertainty (through their choice of transparency

12



t′ 6= t), investors are willing to capitalize their fund in every period, regardless of the fund’s

performance over time. That is, in equilibrium, investors assign a 100% probability to the event

that the manager is a medium type and so need not look at his performance for more information.

We now proceed to derive the conditions under which the conjectured partial-pooling equilib-

rium exists. For {t, t′, t} to be an equilibrium, it must be the case that the high and low types

do not benefit from choosing t′ instead of t for their fund, and vice versa for the medium types.

Further, no type can be better off choosing an out-of-equilibrium transparency level t̂ /∈ {t, t′}.

This latter condition will be satisfied whenever the investors’ out-of-equilibrium beliefs assign a

sufficiently high probability to the event that the deviating manager is of type τ̃ = ℓ.

Let us start with the low types. For these managers, choosing t′ instead of t means two things.

First, it means that they subject themselves to a different level of scrutiny before they can even

open their fund. In particular, if t′ > t, then choosing t′ makes it less likely that they will even be

able to get their fund off the ground as they run a higher risk of getting discovered as low types.

Second, if ı̃t′ turns out to be one, investors assign a 100% probability to the event that they are a

medium type and so the managers’ expected N -period compensation at that point is equal to that

of medium types, as calculated in (18).6 Thus, at the time of choosing his fund’s transparency, the

deviating low type’s ex ante expected N -period compensation is equal to

ûℓ(t
′) = (1− t′)

Nµ2
m

4kt′
. (19)

For {t, t′, t} to be an equilibrium therefore, it must be the case that t′ is sufficiently large to make

(19) smaller or equal to (17). Since ûℓ(t
′) is strictly decreasing in t′ and is equal to zero at t′ = 1,

there is always a range [t̄(t), 1] for t′ that makes this possible, where t̄(t) is the transparency level

t′ that makes (19) equal to (17). Intuitively, no matter how attractive the prospect of managing

under the guise of a medium type is to a low type, there is always a level of transparency that can

be adopted by the medium types to separate from the low types.

By deviating to t, the medium types can expect a total compensation of 1
4kt

[

r̄n(t)
]2

in period n,

as derived in Lemma 4, but only as long as they generate returns of rG. Since, for them, this

happens with probability pG
pG+pA

in each period, their expected N -period compensation is then

equal to

ûm(t) =
1

4kt

N
∑

n=1

(

pG

pG + pA

)n−1
[

r̄n(t)
]2
. (20)

6Note that investors do not update their beliefs if a low type chooses an out-of-equilibrium transparency level

t
′ even though this manager will sometimes generate a return of rB. As argued above, this apparent inconsistency

is due to our assumption that the return distributions for the three manager types do not share the same support.

Allowing for an arbitrarily small probability that the medium type generates a return of rB would completely resolve

this issue.
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A comparison of (18) and (20) reveals that the medium types do not benefit from deviating for N

sufficiently large, as
(

pG
pG+pA

)n−1
[

r̄n(t)
]2

decreases to zero as n → ∞ and so is eventually lower

than 1
4k

t′
µ2
m. Intuitively, the medium types do not benefit from imitating high types and putting

their long-term compensation at risk when they can rely on a long stream of sure compensation by

separating from them.

Finally, consider a high type who deviates to t′. Since, in equilibrium, he is immediately

identified as a medium type, his N -period expected compensation from doing so is equal to that of

medium types, as derived in Lemma 5:

ûh(t
′) =

1

4kt′

N
∑

n=1

µ2
m =

Nµ2
m

4kt′
. (21)

Comparing this quantity to (16), we see that the deviation will not be beneficial for the high type

if N is sufficiently large: since r̄n(t) converges to µh > µm as n → ∞, the compensation that he

can expect in the long run is larger with a transparency level t rather than t′ as long as t < t′.7

The following proposition summarizes this discussion.

Proposition 2. A partial-pooling equilibrium {t, t′, t} with t < t′ ∈
[

t̄(t), 1
]

exists provided that N

is sufficiently large.

The partial-pooling equilibrium described in Proposition 2 has the medium types choose a higher

degree of transparency for their fund than the high and low types. Intuitively, in this equilibrium,

the medium types use transparency (i.e., a large t′) to separate from the low types, whereas the

high types use a combination of transparency (t) and long-run performance to eventually achieve

separation from low types.

As is common in signaling models, our model admits multiple perfect Bayesian equilibria. In

fact, the indeterminacy of investor beliefs off the equilibrium path gives rise to a continuum of

partial-pooling equilibria with different transparency levels. However, in the following we argue—

and formally establish by applying the refinement concept proposed by Mailath, Okuno-Fujiwara,

and Postlewaite (1993)—that, for N large enough, the only plausible partial-pooling equilibrium is

the Pareto-dominant one with the lowest level of transparency.

Since higher levels of transparency come with a higher per-period cost of managing a fund, it

is worth asking why the high types should pick a t > 0 in the first place. The answer is that, in

equilibrium, this eliminates a fraction 1−t of the low types who seek to imitate them with the same

transparency level. The benefit is short-lived, however, as the low types get eliminated through

time when their performance is not on par with that expected from high types (i.e., when their

7For a more formal argument, see the proof of Proposition 2.
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fund experiences a return of rA or rB). More technically, while r̄1(t) can be much greater than

r̄1(0), the difference between r̄n(t) and r̄n(0) is negligible for large n, as both quantities converge

to µh as n → ∞. For the high types therefore, any transparency level t > 0 eventually leads to

a waste of surplus in the form of extra per-period management costs. That is, as n → ∞, their

expected total compensation in period n converges to
µ2
h

4kt
when it could converge to a higher value

of
µ2
h

4k0
with t = 0. Thus, amongst the various partial-pooling equilibria of Proposition 2, high types

strictly prefer those with t = 0.

Similarly, for any given t chosen by the high types, the medium types prefer the lowest possible

level of transparency that allows them to separate from the low types. That is, they prefer t′ = t̄(t)

to any higher level of transparency, as they prefer a per-period compensation of µ2
m

4kt̄(t)
to µ2

m

4k
t′

for

all t′ ∈
(

t̄(t), 1
]

. Interestingly, the high types’ preference for t = 0 can benefit the low types as

well. Indeed, for the low types, the option to manage a fund without any monitoring allows them

to capture at least one period of compensation with certainty by pooling with the high types.

This intuition can be formalized with the refinement of undefeated equilibria introduced by

Mailath, Okuno-Fujiwara, and Postlewaite (1993).8 This refinement is appealing because it requires

out-of-equilibrium beliefs to be “globally” consistent, in the sense that any adjustment of out-of-

equilibrium beliefs has to be consistent with beliefs at other information sets, including those along

the equilibrium path.9 We present a formal definition of the refinement in the Appendix. Intuitively,

it works as follows. Consider an equilibrium S and a transparency level t′ that is not chosen in

the equilibrium. Suppose there is an alternative equilibrium S ′ in which some non-empty set of

types of fund manager choose transparency t′ and that this set is precisely the set of types who

prefer the alternative equilibrium S ′ to the original equilibrium S. Then the refinement requires

the investors’ beliefs following t′ in equilibrium S to be consistent with this set. If they are not,

the alternative equilibrium S ′ defeats equilibrium S. The following proposition shows that the

refinement eliminates all partial-pooling equilibria except for the Pareto-dominant one.

Proposition 3. For sufficiently large N , the only undefeated partial-pooling equilibrium is the

equilibrium {0, t̄(0), 0}.

In the equilibrium of Proposition 3, high types and low types manage fully opaque funds, while

medium types manage funds that are transparent enough to keep low types away. This equilibrium

is reminiscent of Feltovich, Harbaugh and To’s (2002) partial-pooling equilibrium, in which high-

type workers refrain from using schooling as a costly signaling device to separate from low-type

8For other applications of this refinement see, for example, Spiegel and Spulber (1997), Taylor (1999),

Gomes (2000), and Fishman and Hagerty (2003).
9This property distinguishes the refinement of undefeated equilibria from other belief-based refinements such as

the intuitive criterion (Cho and Kreps, 1987) and perfect sequential equilibrium (Grossman and Perry, 1986).
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workers (as they do in Spence (1973)) when an independent source of information that they do

not control is likely to reveal their high skill to employers.10 In their equilibrium, the medium-

type workers prefer separating from low-type workers, as they fear the likely possibility that the

independent source of information will not identify them away from low-type workers.

In our model, transparency is the costly signal that medium types use to separate from the

low types, as they fear the likely possibility that their performance, the independent source of

information that is imperfectly correlated with their type and that they do not control, will not

allow investors to quickly identify them away from low types. High types, however, prefer saving

on signaling costs with a low transparency level that minimizes monitoring costs, as they can

be confident that their performance will be drastically different from that of low types, allowing

investors to quickly compensate them as high types.

3.3 Pooling Equilibrium

As shown in Proposition 1, partial-pooling equilibria are not the only equilibria that can prevail. In

particular, although this proposition shows that high types and low types always choose the same

transparency for their fund, it is possible that medium types also refrain from separating. In this

section, we characterize such pooling equilibria.

When all types pool with a transparency of t, investors can only use the signal ı̃t and the return

sequence of the fund to update their beliefs about the manager’s type. Given the return process

r̃n(τ̃) specified in section 2, investors can eliminate the possibility that the manager is a high type

as soon as they observe a return of rA or rB, and readily conclude that the manager is a low type as

soon as they observe a return of rB. The following lemma characterizes the expected returns that

result from this belief-updating process by investors. In addition to rnG introduced earlier, it uses

Rn
A to denote the subset of all n-period return sequences that do not include a return of rB.

Lemma 6. In a pooling equilibrium {t, t, t}, the returns that investors expect at the beginning of

period n are given by

E
[

r̃n(τ̃) | ı̃t = 1, r̃n−1 = rn−1
G

]

=
λhµh + λm

(

pG
pG+pA

)n−1
µm

λh + λm

(

pG
pG+pA

)n−1
+ λℓ(1− t) pn−1

G

≡ ρ̄n(t), (22)

E
[

r̃n(τ̃) | ı̃t = 1, r̃n−1 ∈ Rn−1
A , r̃n−1 6= rn−1

G

]

=
λmµm

λm + λℓ(1− t) (pG + pA)n−1
≡ ¯̄ρn(t), (23)

and E
[

r̃n(τ̃ ) | ı̃t = 1, r̃n−1 /∈ Rn−1
A

]

= 0. (24)

10Daley and Green (2011) refer to this independent source of information as a “grade,” and show that more pooling

occurs even when there are only two types of workers.
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Since ρ̄n(t) converges to µh as n → ∞, the high types will eventually get credit for the returns

that they generate, as their funds always return rG. Similarly, the funds run by medium types will

eventually be expected to generate µm, as ¯̄ρn(t) converges to µm and medium types never generate

returns below rA. Finally, although the low types can imitate high and low types for a while, they

are eventually found to be low types with their first return of rB and must close their fund at that

point.

The period-n compensation that each type can expect at the outset therefore depends on the

probability that their fund looks like that of a high type or that of a medium type at the beginning

of period n. The following lemma derives the expected N -period compensation that a manager can

expect upon learning his type at the outset.

Lemma 7. In a pooling equilibrium {t, t, t}, the expected N -period compensation of a high-type

manager is

uh(t) =
1

4kt

N
∑

n=1

[

ρ̄n(t)
]2
, (25)

that of a medium-type manager is

um(t) =
1

4kt

N
∑

n=1

{

[

¯̄ρn(t)
]2

+

(

pG

pG + pA

)n−1
(

[

ρ̄n(t)
]2

−
[

¯̄ρn(t)
]2
)

}

, (26)

and that of a low-type manager is

uℓ(t) =
1− t

4kt

N
∑

n=1

{

(pG + pA)
n−1

[

¯̄ρn(t)
]2

+ pn−1
G

(

[

ρ̄n(t)
]2

−
[

¯̄ρn(t)
]2
)}

. (27)

Since limn→∞ ¯̄ρn(t) = µm and limn→∞

(

pG
pG+pA

)n−1
= 0, we can see from (26) that the medium

types expect to receive µ2
m

4kt
per period in the long run. Before that, since ρ̄n(t) > ¯̄ρn(t), they extract

some rent from pooling with high types as long as they can imitate their performance. Similarly,

the low types who survive the initial monitoring round (i.e., with ı̃t = 1) can expect to receive zero

per period in the long run and their fund to eventually close. Before that, a low type extracts some

rents from pooling with higher types as long as his performance mimics theirs.

For the same reason that high types prefer a fully opaque fund (i.e., a transparency level of

zero) amongst all of the partial-pooling equilibria, they and medium types also prefer the pooling

equilibrium {t, t, t} that has t = 0. Indeed, in the long run, they both prefer the lower monitoring

costs, larger funds, and larger compensation that come with t = 0. It is therefore not surprising

that the equilibrium {0, 0, 0} defeats all other pooling equilibria.

Proposition 4. For sufficiently large N , the only undefeated pooling equilibrium is the equilibrium

{0, 0, 0}.
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3.4 Partial-Pooling vs. Pooling

Lemma 7 highlights the fact that long-run fund performance eventually allows investors to com-

pensate managers according to their true skill levels. That is, although managers pool in their

initial choice of fund transparency, the independent information contained in their fund’s return

process eventually leads them to separate. This long-run outcome is of course what also happens

in the partial-pooling equilibrium of section 3.2, as seen in Lemmas 4 and 5. However, there are

important differences in how and how fast this long-term separation of types is achieved in the two

equilibria.

Let us first consider the high types. These managers incur no transparency costs in both

{0, t̄(0), 0} and {0, 0, 0}, and so only care about the speed with which investors’ expectations about

their fund’s returns converge to µh. A comparison of (16) and (25) with t = 0 reveals that the

high-type manager is better off in the partial-pooling equilibrium if r̄n(0) > ρ̄n(0). This can be

shown to be equivalent to

λh > λℓ p
n−1
G

µm

µh − µm
. (28)

Thus high types prefer the partial-pooling equilibrium when µh is large and pG is small, that is,

when the returns they generate are large and difficult to replicate by lower types. They also tend

to prefer the partial-pooling equilibrium when µm is small: the addition of medium types to the

pool slows down the speed at which investors conclude that the manager is a high type, and this is

particularly costly when µm is small.

Turning our attention to the medium types, we see from (18) and (26) that they will tend to

prefer the partial-pooling equilibrium if

µ2
m

4kt
>

1

4k0

{

[

¯̄ρn(0)
]2

+

(

pG

pG + pA

)n−1
(

[

ρ̄n(0)
]2

−
[

¯̄ρn(0)
]2
)

}

, (29)

where t = t̄(0). Since ¯̄ρn(0) < µm < ρ̄n(0) and since kt > k0, this inequality tends to hold when pG

is small, pA is large, and kt increases slowly in t. That is, separating from the high and low types

is appealing to the medium types when it is difficult to replicate the performance of high types

(i.e., pG is small), when low types are likely to replicate the performance of medium types (i.e.,

pA is large), and when transparency is not excessively costly (i.e., dkt
dt

is small). In fact, using the

refinement introduced by Mailath, Okuno-Fujiwara, and Postlewaite (1993), it is straightforward

to show that the partial-pooling equilibrium {0, t̄(0), 0} defeats the pooling equilibrium {0, 0, 0}

when (29) holds.

Proposition 5. Suppose that the inequality in (29) holds. Then the partial-pooling equilibrium

{0, t̄(0), 0} defeats the pooling equilibrium {0, 0, 0}.
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4 Empirical Predictions

We now turn to the empirical implications of the model. Our predictions focus on the partial-

pooling equilibrium of section 3.2. As discussed in the introduction, transparent funds naturally

correspond to mutual funds while opaque funds can be thought of as hedge funds. Even within

the universe of hedge funds, however, some funds reveal more information about their strategies to

potential investors than others. So although our empirical predictions concentrate on contrasting

mutual funds and hedge funds, one can also interpret these predictions as establishing a contrast

between low- and high-transparency hedge funds.

As mentioned in section 2, µτ refers to the average excess return that a manager of type τ

generates in a given period. If medium types separate from other types by opening (transparent)

mutual funds as opposed to (opaque) hedge funds, we should expect the cross-sectional variation

in the excess return of mutual funds to be lower than that of hedge funds, which are started by

a pool comprised of high-skill and low-skill managers. Specifically, in our model, the alpha of a

mutual fund of age n is αMF
n ≡ E

[

r̃n(m)
]

= µm with probability one, whereas that of a hedge fund

of age n is

αHF
n =

{

E
[

r̃n(h) | r̃
n−1 = rn−1

G

]

= µh > 0, prob. φn(0)

E
[

r̃n(ℓ) | r̃
n−1 = rn−1

G

]

= µℓ = 0, prob. 1− φn(0).
(30)

So clearly we have Var
(

αHF
n

)

= φn(0)
[

1 − φn(0)
]

µh > 0 = Var
(

αMF
n

)

. Also, since φn(0) converges

to one over time, we expect this difference to get attenuated as funds grow older. This leads to our

first prediction.

Prediction 1. When evaluating the performance of hedge funds and mutual funds, we expect the

alphas of hedge funds to be more cross-sectionally dispersed than the alphas of mutual funds. We

also expect this difference in dispersion to be smaller for older (hedge and mutual) funds.

To our knowledge, this contrast in performance heterogeneity between mutual funds and hedge

funds has never been directly investigated. Agarwal, Boyson and Naik (2009) provide some evidence

that on average mutual funds that employ hedge-fund-like strategies do not perform as well as the

hedge funds that use similar strategies. However, they do not provide any evidence about dispersion.

Another piece of evidence that appears consistent with this prediction is contained in the work by

Griffin and Xu (2009), who show that hedge funds, when compared to mutual funds, seem to have

wider positive and negative tails in terms of their ability to pick stocks. Finally, Sun, Wang and

Zheng’s (2012) findings indicate that skilled hedge fund managers use strategies that are more

distinctive and profitable, while unskilled hedge fund managers tend to use more run-of-the-mill

strategies that are less profitable.
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For the same reason that hedge fund alphas are expected to be more cross-sectionally dispersed

than mutual fund alphas, we should also expect hedge funds to fail and close more often than

mutual funds. This is clearly consistent with the evidence documented by Malkiel and Saha (2005)

that the attrition rate for hedge funds is three to four times that for mutual funds. Going back to

the partial-pooling equilibrium of our model, we see that a fraction 1− φn(0) of hedge funds close

in year n, whereas mutual funds always survive. Since 1 − φn(0) is decreasing in n, we have the

following prediction.

Prediction 2. We expect the attrition rate of hedge funds to be greater than that of mutual funds

of the same vintage, especially in the early years.

In our model, as in that by Berk and Green (2004), the performance-related changes in the

size of a fund originate from the updating process of investors about the manager’s skill and future

return prospects over time. Although the manager’s compensation adjusts in a way that allows him

to capture the economic rents that his skill creates, it is still the case that his expected performance

gross of fees and compensation will change over time. According to our model, we should expect

this adjustment to be slower for mutual funds than for hedge funds.

Prediction 3. The average persistence in alphas is expected to be stronger in mutual funds than

in hedge funds. The difference between the alphas of surviving hedge funds and mutual funds of the

same vintage is expected to increase over time.

As derived in Lemma 2, a fund’s assets under management in period n are given by AHF
n =

1
2k0

E
[

r̃n(τ̃ ) | In
]

. For a mutual fund, this quantity is constant at AMF
n = µm

2kt
, as investors know that

only medium types open mutual funds. Thus, regardless of performance in period n, the change

in assets from period n to period n + 1 is zero for mutual funds. For hedge funds, on the other

hand, the performance of the fund dictates its size in the subsequent period. Specifically, using the

results of Lemma 4, we have

AHF
n+1 =

{

r̄n+1(0)
2k0

, if r̃n(τ̃ ) = rG

0, otherwise,
(31)

and so

AHF
n+1 −AHF

n =







r̄n+1(0)−r̄n(0)
2k0

> 0, if r̃n(τ̃) = rG

− r̄n(0)
2k0

< 0, otherwise.
(32)

This leads to the following empirical prediction.

Prediction 4. We expect the relationship between performance and subsequent fund flows to be

stronger in hedge funds than in mutual funds.
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Lagged fund performance and fund flows have been documented to be positively associated for

mutual funds (e.g., Sirri and Tufano, 1998; Bollen and Busse, 2005) and for hedge funds (e.g., Agar-

wal, Daniel and Naik, 2004). To our knowledge, however, no one has contrasted the relationship

across the two investment vehicles.

As mentioned above, the size of a mutual fund remains the same at AMF
n = µm

2kt
in every period

in our model. Thus the average size across mutual funds of the same vintage is also ĀMF
n = µm

2kt
.

However, because only well-performing hedge funds survive and because these tend to be managed

by skilled managers, the average size of surviving funds that opened at around the same time

increases over time: ĀHF
1 = r̄1(0)

2k0
< r̄n(0)

2k0
= ĀHF

n . Thus ĀHF
1 − ĀMF

1 < ĀHF
n − ĀMF

n .

Prediction 5. The disparity in size between hedge funds and mutual funds is expected to be more

pronounced with fund age and manager tenure.

Since compensation goes hand in hand with fund size in our model (see Lemma 2), we should

expect a similar trend in per-dollar and in total manager compensation over time.

Prediction 6. The disparity in per-dollar compensation and in total compensation between hedge

fund managers and mutual fund managers is expected to increase with tenure.

As discussed in section 3.4, the medium types are more inclined to separate from the high and

low types when pG is small. This is also precisely when the medium types choose high levels of

transparency. Intuitively, when pG is large, the low types can mimic the high types more successfully.

So, to separate, the medium types do not need to impose as much of a monitoring threat on the

low types. This can be seen more precisely from the condition that t must satisfy for {0, t, 0} to be

an equilibrium in our model. Specifically, recall from (17) and (19) that t must satisfy

(1− t)
Nµ2

m

4kt
=

1

4k0

N
∑

n=1

pn−1
G

[

r̄n(0)
]2
. (33)

Since the left-hand side of this condition is strictly decreasing in t but not affected by pG and the

right-hand side is strictly increasing in pG but not affected by t, the equilibrium transparency t is

decreasing in pG. This leads to our last prediction.

Prediction 7. The cross-sectional variation in transparency across funds is expected to be larger

when fund performance is a precise estimate of skill.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we explore the possibility that money managers with heterogenous skills use different

vehicles for the investments they make on behalf of investors. Specifically, we assume that, at the
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inception of their fund, managers can choose and publicly announce the level of transparency that

will apply to their fund as long it remains viable. For skilled managers, transparency comes with

the benefit that investors can more quickly identify and fire their low-skill counterparts. At the

same time, transparency increases the costs of managing the fund and thereby reduces the net gains

that investors can expect from the fund.

In the partial-pooling equilibrium of the model, high-skill and low-skill managers pool in opaque

funds, while medium-skill managers separate in transparent funds. High-skill managers tend to

favor long-run performance over costly monitoring in their effort to efficiently convince investors

of their quality over time. In contrast, medium-skill managers, whose expected performance may

not quickly differentiate them from low-skill managers, rely on the transparency of their fund to

convince investors that their skills, albeit smaller than that of high types, are still valuable. Low-skill

managers, afraid that the monitoring associated with transparent funds will identify them as quacks,

take their chances with opaque funds, hoping for lucky returns that will make them appear skilled.

This endogenous separation of extreme and average types across funds of different transparencies

produces several empirical implications that contrast the time-series and cross-sectional properties

of mutual funds and hedge funds.

In his survey of the literature on hedge funds, Stulz (2007) asks (p. 176): “Since hedge funds

and mutual funds essentially perform the same economic function, why do they coexist?” While

we agree with Stulz that access to a wider set of financial instruments and to more complex

trading strategies make hedge funds appealing to a certain class of investors,11 our model leads

us to question the wisdom of the recent pressure to more systematically regulate these investment

vehicles. Specifically, if the opaqueness of hedge funds is a key ingredient in the efficient discovery

of talent in the money management industry, then the transparency convergence prompted by the

regulation of hedge funds may do more harm than good. At worst, talented money managers will

even prefer working in other industries where they can more readily signal their skills and get

properly rewarded for them.

11In fact, the non-use of these instruments and strategies by mutual funds is partly what facilitates their monitoring

and at the same time effectively increases their costs by limiting their upside potential. For more on the double-edge

sword that is associated with the imposition of investment constraints on fund managers, see Almazan et al. (2004)

for mutual funds, and Agarwal, Daniel and Naik (2009) for hedge funds.
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Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1. The amount An in (6) that investors allocate to the fund follows immediately

from the zero-profit condition E
[

π̃n | In
]

= 0. Of course, if this condition is not satisfied for any

An > 0, investors prefer not to invest any money in the fund.

Proof of Lemma 2. The manager’s compensation wn solves the problem: maxwn
wnAn, where

An is given by (6). If E
[

r̃n(τ̃)|In
]

> 0, the unique solution to this quadratic optimization problem is

given by (8). The fund size in (9) and the manager’s compensation in (10) follow then immediately

from the investors’ choice of An in (6).

Proof of Proposition 1. First, note that low-type managers earn zero compensation if they are

identified as such by investors. The reason is that E
[

r̃n(τ̃ ) | τ̃ = ℓ
]

= µℓ = 0 for all n ∈ {1, . . . , N}.

Further, it follows from Lemma 2 that uℓ(tℓ) > 0 if investors believe that there is a chance that

the manager is of type τ̃ = h or τ̃ = m. Thus, low-type managers strictly prefer to choose a

transparency level that is also chosen by some other type. To prove the result, we are therefore left

to show that tm = th if tℓ = tm.

We prove this result by contradiction. Suppose that tℓ = tm 6= th. Since µh > µm > µℓ,

we have uh(th) > uh(tm). Further, since high-type managers can never do worse than medium-

type managers if they choose the same transparency level, we have uh(tm) ≥ um(tm). But since

investors correctly infer from a transparency level th that the manager is a high type, the manager’s

compensation is independent of his fund’s realized returns.12 Thus, um(th) = uh(th), implying

that medium-type managers are strictly better off choosing a transparency level tm = th, which

contradicts our assumption that tm 6= th.

Proof of Lemma 3. The investors’ beliefs at the beginning of period n follow immediately from

Bayes’ rule.

Proof of Lemma 4. The expected return of a fund with a return sequence r̃n−1 follows immedi-

ately from the investors’ beliefs specified in Lemma 3.

The expected N -period compensation of a high-type manager uh(t) in (16) follows from the

period-n compensation un in (10) and the fact that a high-type manager generates a return of rG

in each period.

12As pointed out in the text, this argument appears to be inconsistent with the fact that the support of the return

distribution of high types differs from that of medium types. Introducing an arbitrarily small probability that high

types generate a return of rA, however, completely resolves this apparent inconsistency.
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A low-type manager, on the other hand, is identified as such if ı̃t = 0, which happens with

probability t, and generates a return of rG only with probability pG. Thus, he receives the period-

n compensation un only with probability (1 − t)pn−1
G , which implies that his expected N -period

compensation uℓ(t) is given by (17).

Proof of Lemma 5. By choosing a transparency level t′ 6= t, a medium-type manager identifies

himself as such. From the investors’ perspective, the expected return of his fund is thus µm in each

period. His expected N -period compensation um(t′) follows then immediately from the period-n

compensation un in (10).

Proof of Proposition 2. For the strategies S = {t, t′, t} to be an equilibrium, the following

incentive-compatibility constraints must be satisfied:

uℓ(t) ≥ ûℓ(t
′), (A1)

um(t′) ≥ ûm(t), (A2)

uh(t) ≥ ûh(t
′), (A3)

where the managers’ equilibrium payoffs uτ and off-equilibrium payoffs ûτ are defined by equa-

tions (16) to (21). Further, the managers’ equilibrium payoffs also have to (weakly) exceed their

payoffs from choosing any out-of-equilibrium transparency level t̂ /∈ {t, t′}. These latter conditions

are trivially satisfied for any out-of-equilibrium beliefs of investors that assign a sufficiently high

probability to the event that the manager is a low type if a transparency level t̂ is observed.

Substituting the expressions for uℓ(t) and ûℓ(t
′) into (A1), the incentive-compatibility constraint

for low types becomes

1− t

4kt

N
∑

n=1

pn−1
G

[

r̄n(t)
]2

≥ (1− t′)
Nµ2

m

4kt′
. (A4)

Since the right-hand side of (A4) is strictly decreasing in t′ and is equal to zero at t′ = 1, there

always exists a t̄(t) ∈ (0, 1) such that the inequality holds for all t′ ∈ [t̄(t), 1].

The incentive-compatibility constraint for medium types in (A2) can be written as

Nµ2
m

4kt′
≥

1

4kt

N
∑

n=1

(

pG

pG + pA

)n−1
[

r̄n(t)
]2
. (A5)

This inequality holds for N large enough since the left-hand side grows without bounds as N → ∞,

whereas the right-hand side is bounded above by

1

4kt

(

1 +
pG

pA

)

µ2
h. (A6)
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Finally, the incentive-compatibility constraint for high types in (A3) can be expressed as

1

4kt

N
∑

n=1

[

r̄n(t)
]2

≥
Nµ2

m

4kt′
. (A7)

To see that this inequality holds for N large enough, note that the expected return r̄n(t) defined in

(14) converges to µh as n → ∞. Thus, there exists an n̄ such that r̄n(t) > µm for all n ≥ n̄. This,

and the fact that r̄n(t) is bounded, imply that

lim
N→∞

1

N

N
∑

n=1

(

1

4kt

[

r̄n(t)
]2

−
1

4kt′
µ2
m

)

= lim
N→∞

1

N

N
∑

n=n̄

(

1

4kt

[

r̄n(t)
]2

−
1

4kt′
µ2
m

)

> 0 (A8)

as long as t < t′ and, hence, kt < kt′ . This proves that, for N large enough, the incentive-

compatibility constraint in (A3) holds for all t < t′.

Proof of Proposition 3. We first define the Mailath, Okuno-Fujiwara, and Postlewaite (1993)

refinement. Consider two equilibria, S = {th, tm, tℓ} and S ′ = {t′h, t
′
m, t′ℓ}, and let β(τ |t) and β′(τ |t)

denote the investors’ updated beliefs conditional on observing a transparency level t in equilibrium

S and S ′, respectively. Further, let uτ (S) denote the expected payoff of the type-τ manager in

equilibrium S. The equilibrium S defeats the equilibrium S ′ if there exists a transparency level t

such that the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) There is no τ for which t′τ = t, and the set K ≡ {τ |tτ = t} is non-empty.

(ii) For all τ ∈ K, uτ (S) ≥ uτ (S
′), and for some τ ∈ K, uτ (S) > uτ (S

′).

(iii) For some τ ∈ K,

β′(τ |t) 6=
λτπτ

∑

τ ′∈{h,m,ℓ} λτ ′πτ ′

for any 0 ≤ πτ ≤ 1 satisfying (1) τ ∈ K and uτ (S) > uτ (S
′) implies πτ = 1; and (2) τ 6∈ K

implies πτ = 0.

We first show that no partial-pooling equilibrium defeats S = {0, t̄(0), 0}. This follows from

the fact that, for N sufficiently large, the expected payoff of all three types of managers is strictly

decreasing in the transparency level. For the medium type, this follows immediately from equation

(18). For the high type, equation (16) implies that

duh
dt

= −
dkt/dt

4k2t

N
∑

n=1

[

r̄n(t)
]2

+
1

4kt

N
∑

n=1

d
[

r̄n(t)
]2

dt
. (A9)

Since kt is strictly increasing in t and since r̄n(t) converges to µh > 0 for large n, the first term on

the right-hand side of equation (A9) converges to −∞ as N → ∞. The second term, on the other
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hand, is bounded above by µ2
hλℓ/(2kt(1−pG)λh) since dr̄

2
n/dt ≤ 2µ2

hp
n−1
G λℓ/λh. Thus, uh decreases

in t for large N . For the low type, equation (17) lets us rewrite the manager’s compensation

as uℓ(t) =
∑N

n=1 p
n−1
G (1 − t)r̄n(t)An/4. Equation (14) immediately implies that (1 − t)r̄n(t) is

decreasing in t for all t ∈ [0, 1] and n ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Further, Assumption 1 implies that

dAn

dt
=

r̄n(t)

k2t

(

λℓ p
n−1
G

λh + λℓ(1− t) pn−1
G

kt −
dkt
dt

)

≤ 0, for all t ∈ [0, 1], n ∈ {1, . . . , N}. (A10)

Thus, uℓ decreases in t as well. Note that this implies that t̄(t), which is the transparency level

t′ that makes (19) equal to (17), increases in t. Thus, there is no other equilibrium in which the

medium type chooses a transparency level of less than t̄(0). We therefore have um(S) > um(S ′) for

S ′ 6= S. Similarly, there is no transparency level t > 0 that makes the high and the low type better

off. Thus, condition (ii) cannot be satisfied and S cannot be defeated by any other partial-pooling

equilibrium S ′.

We next show that S = {0, t̄(0), 0} defeats all other partial-pooling equilibria. Let S ′ = {t′, t′′, t′}

denote an alternative equilibrium with t′ > 0 and t′′ ≥ t̄(t′), and consider the out-of-equilibrium

(for S ′) transparency level t̄(0). Condition (i) is satisfied and K = {m}. Since um strictly decreases

in t and t′′ ≥ t̄(t′) > t̄(0), condition (ii) is satisfied. Condition (iii) requires the beliefs β′ to satisfy

β′(m|t̄(0)) < 1. This must be the case in equilibrium S ′, since otherwise the medium type would

strictly prefer the out-of-equilibrium strategy t̄(0) to the equilibrium strategy t′′. Thus, S defeats

S ′.

Proof of Lemma 6. The period-n expected return of a fund with a return sequence r̃n−1 follows

immediately from Bayes’ rule.

Proof of Lemma 7. The expected N -period compensation of a high-type manager uh(t) in (25)

follows from the period-n compensation un in (10) and is based on the expected return ρ̄n(t) since

a high-type manager always generates a return of rG.

A medium-type manager receives the same period-n compensation as long as his realized return

is equal to rG, which happens with probability pG/(pG + pA) in each period. If investors observe a

return of rA, they know that the manager is not a high type and the manager’s compensation from

then on is based on the expected return ¯̄ρn(t).

A low-type manager is identified as such if ı̃t = 0, which happens with probability t. He generates

a return of rG with probability pG. Thus, his period-n compensation is based on the expected return

ρ̄n(t) with probability (1 − t)pn−1
G . As long as he can avoid a return of rB, his compensation is

based on the expected return ¯̄ρn(t), which happens with probability (1− t)(pG + pA)
n−1 in period

n. If his fund realizes a return of rB, investors know that he is a low type and he receives zero

compensation from then on.
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Proof of Proposition 4. The definition of the Mailath, Okuno-Fujiwara, and Postlewaite (1993)

refinement can be found in the proof of Proposition 3.

We first show that no pooling equilibrium defeats S = {0, 0, 0}. Analogous arguments to those

made in the proof of Proposition 3 show that, for large N , the expected payoff of all three types

of managers is strictly decreasing in the transparency level. Thus, condition (ii) of the equilibrium

refinement cannot be satisfied for any other pooling equilibrium with a transparency level of t > 0.

We next show that S = {0, 0, 0} defeats all other pooling equilibria. Let S ′ = {t′, t′, t′} denote

an alternative equilibrium with t′ > 0, and consider the out-of-equilibrium (for S ′) transparency

level t = 0. Condition (i) of the equilibrium refinement is satisfied and K = {h,m, ℓ}. Since uh,

um, and uℓ strictly decrease in the transparency level, condition (ii) is satisfied. Condition (iii)

requires the beliefs β′(τ |t = 0) to be different from the prior beliefs λτ for some type τ ∈ {h,m, ℓ}.

This must be the case in equilibrium S ′, since otherwise a manager of type τ would strictly prefer

the out-of-equilibrium strategy t = 0 to the equilibrium strategy t′. Thus, S defeats S ′.

Proof of Proposition 5. The definition of the Mailath, Okuno-Fujiwara, and Postlewaite (1993)

refinement can be found in the proof of Proposition 3.

Let S denote the partial-pooling equilibrium {0, t̄(0), 0} and Sp denote the pooling equilibrium

{0, 0, 0}. Consider the out-of-equilibrium (for Sp) transparency level t̄(0). Condition (i) of the equi-

librium refinement is satisfied and K = {m}. If the inequality in (29) holds, um(S) > um(Sp) and

thus condition (ii) is satisfied as well. Condition (iii) requires the beliefs βp to satisfy βp(m|t̄(0)) < 1.

This must be the case in equilibrium Sp, since otherwise the medium type would strictly prefer the

out-of-equilibrium strategy t̄(0) to the equilibrium strategy t = 0. Thus, S defeats Sp.
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